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with randy wayne jonathan bennett april scott joel david
moore teenaged cousins bo and luke duke spend their first
few weeks in hazzard county getting into trouble running
outlawed liquor in order to save their uncle jesse s farm
the dukes of hazzard the beginning is a 2007 american
made for television buddy comedy film and a prequel to the
2005 film the dukes of hazzard an edited version of the film
originally aired on abc family channel on march 4 2007 and
the r rated and unrated versions were released on dvd
march 13 when mischievous teenaged cousins bo and luke
duke are arrested both boys are paroled to the care of their
uncle jesse in hazzard sentenced to a summer of hard work
it s not long before the duke boys learn of boss hogg s
plans to foreclose on uncle jesse s farm together with help
from their cousin daisy bo and luke vow to save the family
watch the hilarious and action packed origin story of the
duke cousins bo and luke as they wreak havoc in hazzard
county and outrun the corrupt boss hogg this movie is a
prequel to the 2005 hit the dukes of hazzard the beginning
tv movie 2007 cast and crew credits including actors
actresses directors writers and more overview when
mischievous teenaged cousins bo and luke duke are
arrested both boys are paroled to the care of their uncle
jesse in hazzard sentenced to a summer of hard work it s
not long before the duke boys learn of boss hogg s plans to
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foreclose on uncle jesse s farm the dukes of hazzard the
beginning comedy 2007 1 hr 31 min when mischievous
teenaged cousins bo duke jonathan bennett and luke duke
randy wayne are arrested both boys are paroled to the care
of their uncle jesse willie nelson in hazzard sentenced to a
summer of hard work when mischievous teenaged cousins
bo duke and luke duke are arrested both boys are paroled
to the care of their uncle jesse in hazzard sentenced to a
summer of hard work 691 1 h 35 min 2007 x ray 16 the
dukes of hazzard the beginning movies on google play 2007
95 minutes eligible info learn more about this movie arrow
forward charging hot off the wheels of the successful the
beginning 2007 cast and crew credits including actors
actresses directors writers and more information directed
by robert berlinger written by shane morris starring
jonathan bennett randy wayne april scott adam
shulmanwillie nelsonchris mcdonaldsherilyn fennharland
williamsjoel moore gary cole narrator music by john defaria
release date march 4 2007 abc family march 20 2007 dvd
running time 95 minutes 2007 more than a decade after
the release of the revolutionary skateboarding film the end
birdhouse comes full circle with a monumental release of
cinematic majesty titled the beginning cast crew details
genres releases the dukes of hazzard the beginning is a
2007 american made for television buddy comedy film and
a prequel to the 2005 film the dukes of hazzard an edited
version of the film originally aired on abc family channel on
march 4 2007 and the r rated and unrated versions were
released on dvd march 13 you never forget the first time
meet teenagers bo and luke duke high spirited
troublemakers new to hazzard county dukes of hazzard the
beginning available on dvd march 13th r youtube movies tv
180m subscribers subscribed 26k more charging hot off
the wheels of the successful 2005 theatrical release see
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where it all began this comedy prequel contains is the
beginning 2007 streaming on netflix disney hulu amazon
prime video hbo max peacock or 50 other streaming
services find out where you can buy rent or subscribe to a
streaming service to watch it live or on demand find the
cheapest option or how to watch with a free trial the dukes
of hazzard the beginning is a 2007 action comedy film
based on the popular tv series of the same name which
originally aired from 1979 to 1985 the beginning directed
by jonothan schaferkotter with amber adcock laura g
chirinos channing anthony coleman paul del reál during a
roadtrip four friends discover that the earth has been taken
over by a supernatural evil with death all around them they
discover that dying is only the beginning movie info a 15
year old student snaps after years of being picked on at
home and at school genre drama original language english
director daniel groom runtime 18m cast crew zack 8 may
2007 to 11 may 2007 410 000 week 2 14 may 2007 to 18
may 2007 400 000 week 3 21 may 2007 to 25 may 2007
402 000 week 4 28 may 2007 to 1 june 2007 413 000 week
5 4 june 2007 to 8 june 2007 386 000 week 6 11 june 2007
to 15 june 2007 388 000 last episode 18 june 2007 450 000
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the dukes of hazzard the beginning tv movie 2007
imdb Mar 28 2024 with randy wayne jonathan bennett
april scott joel david moore teenaged cousins bo and luke
duke spend their first few weeks in hazzard county getting
into trouble running outlawed liquor in order to save their
uncle jesse s farm
the dukes of hazzard the beginning wikipedia Feb 27
2024 the dukes of hazzard the beginning is a 2007
american made for television buddy comedy film and a
prequel to the 2005 film the dukes of hazzard an edited
version of the film originally aired on abc family channel on
march 4 2007 and the r rated and unrated versions were
released on dvd march 13
the dukes of hazzard the beginning streaming
justwatch Jan 26 2024 when mischievous teenaged
cousins bo and luke duke are arrested both boys are
paroled to the care of their uncle jesse in hazzard
sentenced to a summer of hard work it s not long before
the duke boys learn of boss hogg s plans to foreclose on
uncle jesse s farm together with help from their cousin
daisy bo and luke vow to save the family
the dukes of hazzard the beginning 2007 youtube Dec 25
2023 watch the hilarious and action packed origin story of
the duke cousins bo and luke as they wreak havoc in
hazzard county and outrun the corrupt boss hogg this
movie is a prequel to the 2005 hit
the dukes of hazzard the beginning tv movie 2007 imdb
Nov 24 2023 the dukes of hazzard the beginning tv movie
2007 cast and crew credits including actors actresses
directors writers and more
the dukes of hazzard the beginning 2007 the movie
Oct 23 2023 overview when mischievous teenaged cousins
bo and luke duke are arrested both boys are paroled to the
care of their uncle jesse in hazzard sentenced to a summer
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of hard work it s not long before the duke boys learn of
boss hogg s plans to foreclose on uncle jesse s farm
the dukes of hazzard the beginning apple tv Sep 22 2023
the dukes of hazzard the beginning comedy 2007 1 hr 31
min when mischievous teenaged cousins bo duke jonathan
bennett and luke duke randy wayne are arrested both boys
are paroled to the care of their uncle jesse willie nelson in
hazzard sentenced to a summer of hard work
watch the dukes of hazzard the beginning unrated
prime video Aug 21 2023 when mischievous teenaged
cousins bo duke and luke duke are arrested both boys are
paroled to the care of their uncle jesse in hazzard
sentenced to a summer of hard work 691 1 h 35 min 2007 x
ray 16
the dukes of hazzard the beginning movies on google
play Jul 20 2023 the dukes of hazzard the beginning
movies on google play 2007 95 minutes eligible info learn
more about this movie arrow forward charging hot off the
wheels of the successful
the beginning 2007 full cast crew imdb Jun 19 2023
the beginning 2007 cast and crew credits including actors
actresses directors writers and more
the dukes of hazzard the beginning May 18 2023
information directed by robert berlinger written by shane
morris starring jonathan bennett randy wayne april scott
adam shulmanwillie nelsonchris mcdonaldsherilyn
fennharland williamsjoel moore gary cole narrator music
by john defaria release date march 4 2007 abc family
march 20 2007 dvd running time 95 minutes
the beginning 2007 reviews film cast letterboxd Apr
17 2023 2007 more than a decade after the release of the
revolutionary skateboarding film the end birdhouse comes
full circle with a monumental release of cinematic majesty
titled the beginning cast crew details genres releases
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the dukes of hazzard the beginning wikiwand Mar 16 2023
the dukes of hazzard the beginning is a 2007 american
made for television buddy comedy film and a prequel to the
2005 film the dukes of hazzard an edited version of the film
originally aired on abc family channel on march 4 2007 and
the r rated and unrated versions were released on dvd
march 13
the dukes of hazzard the beginning trailer youtube
Feb 15 2023 you never forget the first time meet teenagers
bo and luke duke high spirited troublemakers new to
hazzard county dukes of hazzard the beginning available
on dvd march 13th
the dukes of hazzard the beginning youtube Jan 14
2023 r youtube movies tv 180m subscribers subscribed 26k
more charging hot off the wheels of the successful 2005
theatrical release see where it all began this comedy
prequel contains
where to stream the beginning 2007 online comparing 50
Dec 13 2022 is the beginning 2007 streaming on netflix
disney hulu amazon prime video hbo max peacock or 50
other streaming services find out where you can buy rent
or subscribe to a streaming service to watch it live or on
demand find the cheapest option or how to watch with a
free trial
watch the dukes of hazzard the beginning yidio Nov
12 2022 the dukes of hazzard the beginning is a 2007
action comedy film based on the popular tv series of the
same name which originally aired from 1979 to 1985
the beginning 2007 imdb Oct 11 2022 the beginning
directed by jonothan schaferkotter with amber adcock
laura g chirinos channing anthony coleman paul del reál
during a roadtrip four friends discover that the earth has
been taken over by a supernatural evil with death all
around them they discover that dying is only the beginning
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the beginning rotten tomatoes Sep 10 2022 movie info a 15
year old student snaps after years of being picked on at
home and at school genre drama original language english
director daniel groom runtime 18m cast crew zack
the beginning tv series wikipedia Aug 09 2022 8 may
2007 to 11 may 2007 410 000 week 2 14 may 2007 to 18
may 2007 400 000 week 3 21 may 2007 to 25 may 2007
402 000 week 4 28 may 2007 to 1 june 2007 413 000 week
5 4 june 2007 to 8 june 2007 386 000 week 6 11 june 2007
to 15 june 2007 388 000 last episode 18 june 2007 450 000
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